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The Four Components of a Procedure
—HANS VAN DER MEIJ AND MARK GELLEVIJ
Abstract—As they guide people in performing a task, procedures are the heart of most manuals. It is,
therefore, somewhat surprising that the theoretical and empirical knowledge of their nature has remained
somewhat elusive. This paper describes a theoretical framework for procedures, summarized as the four
components model, which is grounded in systems theory and rhetoric. The study addresses two research
questions: (1) What are procedures made of? and (2) Which design guidelines for procedures can be abstracted
from theory and research? The model distinguishes between: goals, prerequisite states, unwanted states
(warnings and problem-solving information), and actions and reactions. For each component pertinent research
findings are summarized and lead to the formulation of design guidelines. Occasionally these guidelines are
compared with existing procedures from a sample of 104 manuals to see how well theory and practice agree.
The model offers a manageable and expandable framework for creating user support that is based on scientific
research. It can be used for a systematic analysis of procedures and for their (re)design.
Index Terms—Design guidelines, information typology, instructional design, screen captures.
Information typologies are the building blocks of
design. The creation of good user support hinges on
their systematic use, but an information typology
alone is not enough to do the trick. What is also
needed is a structure or scenario in which the
building blocks fall into place. In this paper, we do
not discuss the question of how to create such an
overall structure or scenario. Instead, we concentrate
on an information typology.
The typology that is focal here concerns the building
blocks of procedures. The main questions that
we address are: “What are procedures made of?”
and “Which design guidelines for procedures can
be abstracted from theory and research?” Our
discussion of design guidelines is illustrative rather
than exhaustive, due to space limitations (for more
information, see [1]). The guidelines generally are
supported by empirical studies. We will illustrate a
few discrepant cases as found in an inventory study
on procedures in 52 hardware manuals and 52
software manuals.
A procedure informs a user about system states and
about actions that change these states. For example,
a procedure may tell users about a desired state
or goal, outline the conditions for action, present
intermediate states, and help the user prevent and
overcome problems. In addition, the user is told which
actions to take to reach the goal, how the system is
likely to respond, and what else may happen. Table I
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TABLE I
Our system states and three action types that
constitute a procedure [2]
displays the four system states and three action types
that exist.
All kinds of combinations of these elements,
together with the proper attention to rhetorics
(e.g., considerations of context and audience), form
procedures. These elements are incorporated in the
four components of a procedure that we discuss
here. The model (that is directly applicable for
design) consists of the following components: goals,
prerequisites, actions and reactions, and unwanted
states. The components are detailed in the next
sections. Because the warnings and problem-solving
information component of the unwanted states each
have their own unique design guidelines, they will be
treated in separate sections.
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GOAL(S) COMPONENT OF A PROCEDURE
A goal is a state that the user tries to realize. This
state can be an end state or an intermediate state.
For the designer, it is important to know for which of
these goals to aim. We once came across a procedure
in which the user had to complete 21 action steps to
achieve a goal. There was no breakdown into subgoals
and no information about the subgoals that the user
was evidently completing. One of the fixes should be
in presenting subgoals because, at some moment
during these actions, users are likely to wonder about
the goal they are pursuing.
When is it useful to break down a goal into subgoals?
One guideline is that a procedure should consist of
chunks of about three to five action steps. This is
especially important when the user must (learn to)
memorize a procedure because most people can keep
only three to five items active in short-term memory
[3].
A breakdown into subgoals can also be based
on meaningful divisions for the domain at hand.
For example, task analyses invariably reveal that
some methods are used over and over again. Such
methods present logical subgoals. In word processing,
manipulating text blocks is one of these recurring
methods.
Occasionally, designers also have to invent meaningful
(sub)goals, to give tasks a meaning that they do
not have by themselves. For example, users who
must learn how to use a mouse are not interested
in learning these movements themselves. They are a
means to an end. It is useful to couch these tasks in
others that are more meaningful. Thus, practicing
the handling of the mouse can be incorporated in
the more engaging goal of, for example, using an
electronic calculator. In a sense, one has to sell the
goal. This can either be done by presenting goals
that have direct appeal to the user, or by adding an
explanation on the value of the goal.
The description of a goal should add new information
to what is already stated in the title. For example,
the following one-sentence goal description This task
describes how you can save your file is useless when
given to explain the title Saving your file. It simply
repeats the message. A better goal description would
include an explanation of what happens in saving a
file or indicate the conditions or reasons for the action.
Goals are often codified in the (sub)title of a procedure.
Titles and subtitles should not only make sense to
the user, but they should also convey the big picture
of the tasks that are involved in the use of a program
or apparatus. In addition to being task oriented,
titles should, therefore, convey the major tasks of
the user. For example, in a text-processing manual,
titles such as editing and entering text, formatting
text, spell-checking text, and finding and changing
items in a document clearly reflect some of the major
structural components for this type of software. Titles
that reflect the task structure can support users by
offering scenarios and by supporting the different
points of view users can take in task execution. In
addition, they can help users locate information
easily, when the manual is consulted for reference.
Farkas indicates that a title can be framed as a
noun phrase (e.g., button duplication), gerund (e.g.,
duplicating buttons), root (e.g., duplicate buttons), or
infinitive (e.g., to duplicate buttons) [2]. Gerunds are
the classic choice because they convey a sense of
process and work well over a broad range of designs.
Infinitives can be effective as subtitles for closely
related subgoals that should be clustered.
Fig. 1 summarizes the design guidelines that can
be used for presenting the goal(s) component of a
procedure.
Fig. 1. Guidelines for designing goals.
PREREQUISITES COMPONENT OF A PROCEDURE
Prerequisites are conditions that must be satisfied
so that the user can achieve a task. A general
prerequisite that you will often find in software
documentation is that the user must know how to
use the keyboard and mouse. General prerequisites
are often discussed in an introductory chapter.
Prerequisites in procedures are far more specific, and
they usually belong to one of the following types:
system states, user skills, and user knowledge.
Users frequently find themselves in the position of
having to assure that they are in the right system
state. That is, they must know or discover the starting
position that is needed to be able to begin a task. In
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software documentation, the first screen after opening
up a program is an important starting position. It can
be indicated by sentences such as: You should already
have opened your application or Open the program
before you start working on the task.
In addition, users occasionally may need to attend
to the presence of additional materials (e.g., data,
sample files, additional software, and plug-ins) needed
for task execution. For example, documentation
sometimes revolves around a single case, or file,
whose contents change as users work through the
chapters. To afford an easy access to all procedures,
regardless of such dependencies, the designer may
prompt the user to activate a sample file before
starting a procedure.
Prerequisite user skills and skill learning are
especially important in tutorials. Novice users can
execute some tasks only when they already know
how to perform other, more fundamental ones. It is
undesirable to repeat the action steps for basic tasks
endlessly, however. Likewise, users should know
how to achieve basic tasks at a particular moment.
To handle these obstacles the designer can use a
technique called fading [4]. In fading, the support
for the execution of basic skills tasks is gradually
decreased. From the first full instruction onward, the
user gets successively less complete reminders (see
Table II). In addition, fading also often includes a
TABLE II
Fading stimulates learning by systematically reducing
the procedural support for tasks
change from predominantly procedural instructions
toward conceptual information. There are no fixed
rules as to how many reminders users need or how
fast they know how to execute a task. Only testing
can reveal what works and what does not. Empirical
research from Leutner [5] indicates that fading is
especially useful in the early phases of learning
in which it contributes significantly to basic skills
development.
Prior knowledge is the single most important human
characteristic known to affect learning [6]. Prior
knowledge helps users in directing and interpreting
their experiences. In the absence of such knowledge,
the designer may want to offer a substitute in
the form of an expository advance organizer. By
presenting explanatory information about how things
work, the user’s knowledge of a task is advanced.
That new knowledge may make the task that follows
more desirable and understandable. For example, a
manual on Office 2000 explains that “with macro’s
you can execute tasks automatically. . . . Macros are
often linked to buttons on forms. . . . you can create a
button for generating a report . . . and a button that
allows you to return to the main menu” [7, p. 456].
Fig. 2 summarizes the design guidelines that can be
used for presenting the prerequisites component of a
procedure.
Fig. 2. Guidelines for designing prerequisites.
ACTIONS AND REACTIONS COMPONENT OF A
PROCEDURE
The actions & reactions component is the focal point
for all others. Users must act on the system. Only in
this way can they be expected to develop their skill.
Rather than discussing the actions of the user and
the reactions of the system as two separate entities,
we prefer to discuss the two in tandem because of
their intricate relationship. The discussion of the
component action and reaction concentrates on three
critical design issues: (1) the balance between let go
and support; (2) the use of screen captures to support
vital user actions; and (3) the description of (a series
of) action steps.
Balancing Let Go and Support The designer often
needs to find the proper balance between direct
instructions to act and invitations to explore. By
balancing one against the other, the designer adapts
to the user’s tendency to explore. Another compelling
reason for varying between support and let go is that
such a mixture affords the development of strategic
knowledge. Self-directed learning can then lead to
deep-seated knowledge as the user learns not just
how to do it but also how it works. The user acquires
more strategic knowledge with a properly balanced
approach [8]–[10].
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An example is shown in Fig. 3. The “on your own”
section in this figure does not merely ask students to
Fig. 3. When users are invited to explore on their own
they should have adequate prior knowledge and skills
(slightly adapted version) [44].
explore. It cues them to consider what other goals
they might want to pursue in relation to searching a
text. The suggested goals for exploration are related
conceptually and procedurally to the operations
practiced. The user has just been thinking about
forward search and, thus, is prepared to discover
backward search. The exploration is also quite
tractable. In this case, searching backward requires
only two slightly different actions (i.e., positioning the
cursor at another place, and selecting another option
from the search menu).
Using Screen Captures to Support Vital User
Actions In their taxonomy, van der Meij and Gellevij
suggest that screen captures can support mental
model development, switching attention, verifying
screen states, and identifying and locating window
elements and objects [11]. These ideas accord with
Mayer’s SOI-model [12], in which pictures, along with
text, can help users select, organize, and integrate
information in working memory and build a mental
model or schema.
Screen captures can support mental model
development when they convey the look and feel of
a program and when they elucidate its underlying
structure. Thus, they should depict system topology
and component behavior [13]. A screen capture
conveys system topology when it displays the
important elements of a screen, such as a menu or an
icon, and shows these in a wider context, such as a
toolbar or the home page of a program. Component
behavior requires that the main components of a
picture must be labeled and that changes in the
system state must be depicted or described. Research
indicates that screen captures designed in this
fashion can improve mental model development in a
statistically significant way [14].
By their very nature, screen captures invite users to
switch attention. The pictures clearly tell the user
when it is important to look up from the manual
to the screen. Research suggests that switching
occurs regularly for users with moderate computer
experience, even in the absence of screen captures.
For these users, screen captures support switching
acts only for complex tasks that benefit from repeated
consults of the same picture [15].
Screen captures can also help users in verifying
screen states. When users consult screen captures
and discover that they are still on the right track, the
pictures serve as positive feedback, which reinforces
motivation. Especially for the novice user, this may be
important to allay initial anxiety. Apart from checking
progress, users can also use screen captures to
verify whether the program has processed their input
correctly. The special advantage of pictures compared
to text is that the user needs merely to compare
the computer screen with the depicted screen. The
comparison is direct; there is no need for a mental
transformation of a description. Research shows
that offering a legible screen capture, in which the
information to be verified is clearly cued, decreases
time needed to verify that information and increases
the ability to correct errors [16].
User interfaces are complex, especially when seen
through the eyes of a novice. Among the multitude
of menu options, windows, icons, and symbols, the
user has no easy task in picking the element or
object that is needed. Making the right choice hinges
on two factors: (1) knowing which element to look
for and (2) knowing its placement. Screen captures
showing system topology and component behavior
can help with this identification process as well as
with locating a screen object [14].
Action Steps In its simplest form, an action step
consists of a combination of a verb and noun. The
verb tells the user what to do. The noun indicates the
object involved. The basic action step thus tells the
user how to act upon an object. The user should:
Press F7, Click the Enter key, Select Install, Lift the
handset, Remove the Out tray, Switch off the computer,
etc. Considering their vital role, designers may want
to signal this core part to make it stand out from
additional information they present in the action
steps.
If necessary, an action step should also inform the
user of the whereabouts of the object. Examples of
action steps with locators are: Choose Download
Fonts from the file menu, In the File Manager, select
Up, and Unplug your computer from the ac outlet.
The use-order principle of Dixon [17], [18] suggests
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that the preferred order is a presentation in which
the locator phrase precedes the action information
because it better accords with the user’s action
sequence. That is, the user must first go to the right
location, which may actually be also an action that
needs to be executed, before performing the action.
When a procedure involves more than one action step,
and these steps are to be executed in consecutive
order, then the designer must ascertain how to signal
the relationship between these separate steps. Oddly
enough this issue is not debated very often in the
literature. However, the authors that do discuss it
unanimously agree on the desirability of numbering
each action step [19]–[21]. There is also some
experimental support for this stance [22]–[24].
How Are Actions and Reactions Currently
Presented? There was no proper balance between let
go and support in 102 of the 104 procedures that we
analyzed. Only direct support was given. In addition,
the two cases with let go did not heed important
conditions for engaging in explorations. That is,
the context for exploration did not guarantee safe
progress and, also, it was not assured that the user
would have the necessary prior knowledge and skill.
The most striking finding on the use of screen
captures in practice is that most of these pictures
lack any form of signaling as called for by theory and
empirical research. For example, 24 out of the 30
procedures with screen captures from the sampled
software manuals contained no labeling or cueing
and also did not convey changes in the system state.
The designs of these screen captures were simply not
optimized or well-integrated into the design of the
action and reaction component in the procedure.
Theory and practice converge on many but not all
design issues discussed for the action steps. That is,
most manuals signal the verb-noun core. They do so
predominantly by marking the key object that the
user must manipulate. Numbered lists of action steps
are also quite common with an 83% score for software
manuals and a 75% score for hardware manuals.
The presence of locators was frequently mentioned
in the action steps, especially in software manuals.
However, in most cases (72%), action descriptions
preceded rather than followed locator information.
UNWANTED STATES COMPONENT OF A
PROCEDURE, PART 1: WARNINGS
Warnings are given to prevent certain actions of the
user or to alert the user to the presence of a risk.
Industry has always given considerable attention to
the design of warnings. International standardization
organizations describe the directions for presenting
warnings in some detail [25]–[28]. In addition, there is
a sizeable body of research on the design of warnings.
Fig. 4 summarizes the design guidelines that can
be used for presenting the actiona nd reaction
component of a procedure.
Fig. 4. Guidelines for designing actions and reactions.
The design guidelines for warnings in the literature
generally are derived from models of communication
and models of human information processing [29].
Information processing theories decompose the
receiver’s processing of a warning into stages of
attention, comprehension, motivation, and behavior.
We will use the “see-think-use” model that fits
this perspective to ground the design guidelines
for warnings. According to this model users must
first perceive—see—the message, then they must
understand it—think—, and finally they must act
accordingly—use.
Stage 1: Seeing a Warning To help the user in
perceiving a warning, it must be made conspicuous.
It must stand out from other stimuli. The key here
is salience. To attract the user’s attention, designers
can use contrast, highlighting, size, signal words
(e.g., caution or danger), pictures, and location,
among others. Some redundancy can be helpful
here, especially a combination of text, signaling, and
picture.
In technical documentation, the location of a warning
is special in view of the difference between theory and
practice. Some research suggests that warnings are
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more effective when given “just-in-time” (i.e., within
procedures) for tasks that the user is not familiar with
[30]–[34]. In contrast, company policies may dictate
the presentation of warnings in a separate section
up front in the book. Occasionally, the dilemma of
placement is solved by giving a warning twice (using a
slightly different presentation format), once as part of
a series of general warnings about usage and once as
a specific warning within a procedure.
Stage 2: Thinking About a Warning Warnings must
inform the user of various issues of hazard control.
That is, a fully informed user must comprehend
the hazard, know how to avoid it, and know the
potential consequences of unsafe behavior. In
addition to filling a knowledge gap, users may also
need warnings as a reminder or cue to prevent them
from forgetting to act safely at the critical moment.
In short, warnings must be comprehensible and
memorable. There are problems associated with using
only textual information or only pictures for these
functions. We concentrate the discussion below on
the comprehensibility of warnings.
To indicate the nature of a hazard, industry has
proposed the usage of standardized signal words. For
example, the words caution, warning, and danger
connote low to high levels of hazard [25]. This works
well for the experienced user who knows the meaning
of these cues. However, uninitiated users may be
unaware of the distinction. For them, these words
mainly give off a general alert, producing an overall
impression of hazard [35].
Pictures are not as easily understood as is sometimes
assumed. Standardization institutes have different
criteria on the level of comprehensibility that they
find acceptable. For example, the American National
Standards Institute requires an 85% success
criterion for pictures with no more than 5% critical
confusion [25], whereas the European Organization
of International Standards requires a 67% success
criterion for just the picture [36].
A combination of text and pictures is preferable
because the redundancy increases the saliency of
a warning. In addition, text can compensate for
some of the vagueness of the picture and vice versa.
For example, the abstract nature of a text can be
counterbalanced by the presence of an icon depicting
the type of risk that the user may be running.
Stage 3: Using a Warning The ultimate goal of a
warning is that the user acts as safely as possible
under the given circumstances. The user should
avoid certain actions or take precautions to minimize
the risk. To achieve this, a warning must tell the
user what to do or what to avoid. The guidelines for
describing these actions are, by and large, the same
as for regular instructions.
Recent studies challenge the conventional order of
presenting the risk description before the instruction.
For example the participants in the study of Maes,
Maas, Van der Meulen, and Verbunt were asked to rate
risk perception, tendency to comply, and naturalness
of warnings with instructions before risk descriptions
(e.g., never pull out jammed papers from the printer
by hand, the printer may get damaged) and warnings
with risk descriptions before instructions (the printer
may get damaged, never pull out jammed papers from
the printer by hand) [37]. The results clearly favored
a presentation in which the instruction preceded
the description of the risk. The authors suggest that
an instruction—risk order of presentation is more
effective because it emphasizes the instructive nature
of warnings (also see [17], [18]).
Many people who have noticed and understood a
warning still fail to comply. For example, Friedman’s
study reports a decline from 88% subjects seeing the
warning, 46% reading it, and only 27% subjects who
complied [31]. A warning should induce compliance.
It should be persuasive so that, once the user knows
how to act safely, the user also holds the correct
attitudes and beliefs to do so. The factors in play here
concern the user’s assessment of the effort needed
to act safely and the likelihood and severity of the
hazard.
How Are Warnings Currently Presented? Table III
presents findings from our inventory on what are
TABLE III
How well do manuals satisfy the minimum acceptable
standards for presenting warnings?
probably the minimum acceptable standards for
presenting warnings [38]. The first thing to note
about the data is that the presence of warnings in
the sample seems low. Only 20 of the 104 manuals
included a warning.
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About sixty-five percent of the warnings are easy to
perceive thanks to their presentation format (e.g., in
italics, another font), a picture, or a signal word such
as Caution or Warning. The percentage of unsignaled
warnings in hardware manuals is high considering
the risk that may be involved. Occasionally we saw
that critical information that was hidden in the
regular text (e.g., Confirm the line voltage designated
on the rear panel of the monitor and Discharge any
static electricity from your body by touching any metal
surface).
The majority (60%) of the warnings was placed
between the action steps rather than before or after
these steps. This “just-in-time” placement is more
common in hardware manuals than in software
manuals (69.2% and 37.5% respectively). The
different percentages for the factors risk description
and specification of the consequence may have to do
with our coding. We defined the risk factor as a state
and coded the consequences as a type of (system)
action. Even so, these two features of a warning
were sometimes hard to distinguish from each other.
Nearly all warnings stipulated what users must do or
not do to avoid running a risk.
Fig. 5 summarizes the design guidelines that can be
used for presenting the warnings component of a
procedure.
Fig. 5. Guidelines for designing warnings.
UNWANTED STATES COMPONENT OF A
PROCEDURE, PART 2: PROBLEM-SOLVING
INFORMATION
Mistakes are inevitable. No matter how hard
designers try, the user is likely to be confronted with
problems that can have a considerable impact on user
motivation and acceptance of a program. In addition,
users generally spend a considerable amount of time
on problem-solving [39]–[42]. In short, it is well worth
the effort to support the user with problem-solving
information.
Minimalism has been among the very few design
approaches that specifically addresses this issue.
Within this tradition, a model for problem-solving
information has been suggested that closely
resembles the information processing model for
warnings. Just like the see-think-use model this
“detect-diagnose-correct” model consists of three
main phases. In dealing with a problem the user
must first experience—detect—the problem, then
define—diagnose—it, and finally solve—correct—it
(see also [43]).
Stage 1: Detecting a Problem To experience a
problem the user must both see and assess it. In
seeing, the user becomes aware of the presence of
a problem. This awareness may be prompted by a
system action such as an error message on the screen,
an external act (e.g., power failure), or by the presence
of problem-solving information in the documentation.
It is important to catch a problem early to prevent
it from getting worse and complicate correction.
Just as in warnings the location of problem-solving
information can be critical in this respect. Whenever
possible, it should be given just-in-time [44].
Users do not deal with all problems they encounter.
Some problems are ignored because they are mere
inconveniences. For example, the user may experience
problems working with styles, decide that they are not
worth an exerted effort, and ignore these by and large.
Whether or not the user decides to further pursue a
problem thus partly depends on problem assessment.
Problem-solving information should be given when
actions are error-prone or correction is difficult [44].
This guideline indicates that the factors likelihood and
severity suggest where problem-solving information
may be needed. Likelihood is closely tied to the
user’s prior knowledge. Problems often occur when
the user’s prior knowledge is insufficient, or the
user’s real-world experience conflicts with the way
in which the program works [45]–[47]. For example,
users frequently forget to create a text block before
underlining existing text. They do so because they do
not have to perform these actions in a noncomputer
environment. The presence of problem-solving
information is also desirable for complex problems.
Complexity may be high when the consequences of
certain actions are hard to understand or when the
problem really needs to be fixed before the user can
move on [41].
Stage 2: Diagnosing a Problem In this stage the
user must articulate the problem and elect a course
of action. Many people find it difficult to diagnose the
problem. One of the ways to come to an understanding
of the nature of the problem involves examining the
system state. When the problem is cued by an error
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message the user can study this message to find out
what is wrong. Another possibility is that the user
reflects about the actions that preceded the problem
or considers the context in which it appeared.
Just-in-time problem-solving information facilitates
diagnosis. A placement in context can help the
user in understanding the problem and may give
the designer a chance to present a specific rather
than a general solution [48]. An additional benefit
is that problem-solving information can be used for
exploratory purposes [44].
Diagnostic information is optional. It is not a
necessary ingredient for problem solving because the
user can get away with studying only the components
of detection and correction. It should be included
in the help because it presents the designer with
a chance to present conceptual information about
the program that is likely to interest the user. That
is, when people are experiencing a problem, they
are often eager to learn more about it. By helping
the user to understand the specific problem, the
diagnostic information can contribute to mental
model development (see Fig. 6).
Fig. 6. Use of the sections detection (problem),
diagnose (cause), and correction (solution) to present
problem-solving information.
When a user cannot solve the problem without
support, the question arises where to look for help.
The user can consult the online help or look for
references or pointers in the table of contents and
index that are promising for the problem at hand.
The user can also browse the main body text of a
document to find relevant information. To facilitate
this effort the designer can use text, pictures, and
signals to draw the user’s attention to the presence of
problem-solving information.
Stage 3: Correcting a Problem Solving or correcting
a problem can be a daunting task when the user
receives a jargon-loaded error messages. Because
error correction may require the user to delve deep
into a system the use of some jargon sometimes
cannot be avoid. On the whole, however, corrective
information should be simple to understand and
enable even the inexperienced user to solve the
problem.
The nature of the problem can play an important
role here. For well-defined problems information it is
easier to use the help that is given than for ill-defined
ones [49]. One study even found that about 50% of
the college students participating in the experiment
failed to extract the proper information for ill-defined
problems when the relevant graphs and illustrations
were presented to them [50]. This research thus
indicates that the help may need to be attuned to the
type of problem that the user is facing. More difficult
problems may require more elaborate instructions on
how to solve these.
How Is Problem-Solving Information Currently
Presented? A striking finding from the inventory is
the scarcity of problem-solving information. On a
total of 104 procedures randomly drawn from 104
manuals, only 11 assisted the user in dealing with
problems that they might encounter. In this respect
very little has changed for the better when compared
to an inventory reported about seven years ago [43].
The main conclusion from that study is still valid:
the user is not given enough adequate support for
handling problems.
Fig. 7 summarizes the design guidelines that can be
used for presenting the problem-solving information
component of a procedure.
Fig. 7. Guidelines for designing problem-solving
information.
CONCLUSION
The four components model of a procedure attempts to
support practice by offering an easy-to-use framework
that is firmly based on theory and research. The
same is true for the design guidelines that accompany
each component. For this purpose we occasionally
presented existing models and findings in a slightly
different way than in the research literature. This is
an unavoidable consequence of our choices. Theory
and practice are not always easily comparable or
compatible. We welcome discussions about these
choices, as they can help bring the science and art of
designing procedures closer to each other.
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